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The New Mexico sWine flu in'b\:\ll4ti6"n program, which w\ts suspended
Tue.sd. ay after three e~derly. Pennsylvania r~id~"4iftwithi~ hours after
~
their inoculations, wilt;resuuw.ii.HVIAIH lb\~8d"af.
Dr, Jonathan .MaJ\n. sMB~llf'dMnlo)(;gist, announced t e decision
yesterday at a press cpnference in Albuquerque. He said t ere was no
known connection between the ~~~ine flu inoculation program and the
' reported deaths, and thmfoteno reason to delay the program .
. "We are fully confident that the swine flu vacciile did not cause any of
· the reported deaths,' • said·Dr. Mann, "We feelthatthe ,deaths were due to
natural causes, not the swine flu vaccine." •
.
Dr. Mann said a total of 12 deaths due to natural causes occur each day
in New Mexicans age 65 and older. For this reason, he said, there is an
extreme likelihood that persons in this age group would die of natural
causes-within a few days to one week after they receive the vaccine.
· "A major characteristic of a vaccine reaction is that it almost always
occurs shortly after vaccination, usually within minu~es. or hours,': said
Mann. '"This indicates that these deaths were due to natural causes w1th no
.
cause-and-effect relationship to the vaccination."
· Mann said the disease cannot be caught from the vaccine as the virus is a
killed virus. A killed flu virus is first giown in eggs, and then treated with a
.
chemical that kills the virus.
Health officials have stressed that the swine- flu vaccine is safe, and
.
urged mem"bers of the high-risk group to take the vaccine.
The inoculation program ot' high-risk persons at the UNM Student
Health Center is not scheduled to begin until later this month. Offt~ials at
the Cent~r said a shipment of the vacc~~ is expected to arrive.

Begin with '77 Freshmen

A&S Alters Requisites
By Linda Gleason
The College of Arts and Sciences
faculty accepted a revision of group
requirements proposed by Dean
Nathaniel Wollman of the College
of Arts and Sciences.
Students in the College of·Arts
and Sciences are required to
complete a set number of credit
hours ~ithin specific groups of
departments within the College of
Arts and Sciences for graduation.
The group requirements are
designed to expose the student to a
broad spectrum of the liberal arts.
Freshmen entering UNM in the
fall of 1977 who are planning to
graduate from the College· of Arts
and Sciences will have to complete

Expert Speaks on Mars Landing
.

.

By Chris Miller

"The recent Viking landings on Mars are on a par
with, or perhaps even exceed in importance, the landing of man on the moon,'' said Dr. Klaus Keil, direc~
tor of the Institute of Meteoritics at UNM.
· Keil, who is one of 75 scientists directly involved in
the Viking I and II projects, spoke before a packed
audience in Popejoy Hall Wednesday night.
Keil has been ·shuttling between UNM and the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Ca., during the
Viking missions.
He described the two Viking spacecrafts, which sue. cess fully landed on Mars this summer, as the "most
· sophisticated and most technologically advanced
laboratories that have ever flown."
The most significant new information gained by the·
Viking mission, Keil said, has been the discovery of
nitrogen and argon in the Martian atmosphere.
Nitrogen \s a life-~upporting element that l)lUSt be
present for life to exist on Mars, he said.
Argon is an indication of a denser early atmosphere
which many scientists say was required for the origin
of life on earth.
Keil is one of five scientists who developed the x-ray
fluorescence spectrometer, designed to bombard the'
Martian soil with x-rays to determine its chemical
makeup.
"The chemical makeup of the soil found at the
Viking II site is identical to tHat found at the earlier
Viking I landing site," Kelt said.
He said this indicated that . "the chemical composition is probably the same throughout Mars."
"That would be like picking lJP a handful of soil in
Africa and a handful of soil in Michigan and finding
them to be exactly the same/' Keil said. "Obviously,
this just doesn't happen on Earth."

LOBO

seven of the following eight groups: whether a student can get credit for
(I) humanities-nine hours in foreign language by testing out of
literature, (including foreign and ..the courses. No more than six
comparative),
history
or hours, (or seven including a
philosophy; (2) fine arts-six hours laboratorJ science), in one
in art and music from a selected list department within a group will
.of courses; (3) biological and count toward a group requirement
behavioral 'sciences-six hours in except to satisfy a foreign language
·anthropology,
biology,
or group.
psychology and at least one adThe present program requires
ditional hour in a laboratory of one students in the College of Arts and
of these sciences; (4) physical Sciences to complete 36 hours of
sciences-six hours in chemistry, group requirements from five of six
geology, physics or astronomy and groups. Six· hours in four groups
at least one additional hour in a · and 12 hours in a fifth group must
laboratory of one' of these sciences; be completed for graduation.
(5) social sciences-eight hours in
"The proposal was accepted by a
economics, geography, political relatively large majority. There was
science or sociology; (6) foreign 'no strong opposition. However, the
language-as many hours as needed mathematics department proposed
to complete the fourth semester of a that it be consolidated with another
language, (satisfaction of this group, but that was rejected by the
group can be established by testing; faculty," said Wollman.
(7) mathematics-six hours; and (8)
A motion was added that each
communications-nine hours in department prepare list of courses
English writing, speech co.m- most
suitable
for
group
munication, linguistics or jour- requirements.
nalism.
"No specific instructions were
According to the new program, given to the departments on
the total number of group specifications for the group
requirement hours might be as low requirements, but until the
as 43 or as high as 57, depending departments make determinations,
upon whether a full four semesters we will accept all courses," said
of foreign language is included •or Wollman.
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Federal Fun.ds Drop
l

Klaus Keil
.
ff
1
' This is probabiy due to tlie high winds on Mars,
which periodically reach velocities of up to 200 mph,"
he said. "The high winds cause seasonable dust storms which spread the soil throughout the planet."
"The red color of Mars is due to its high content of
iron, which is roughly 20 per cent," he said.
Sulfur or salt sulphates similar to that found in dry
lake beds on earth were also found, he said.
Keil also showed slides taken by Vikings I and II
never seen before by the public.
"We can see many gigantic floodlike features, sets
of tributary and major river channels on the Martian
surface which indicate that there were once major
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(Conlinued on Page 5)

By Dolores Wood Since fiscal year 1973, federal support of libraries has declined, said Paul
.Vassallo, d,ean of library services. The money Zimmerman Lib:t:~cy.r.~ceives
has gone from about $60,000 in fiscal1973 to about $3900 for fiscal J 976.
In the Higher Education Acr of 1965, Congress provided the library's
money for book acquisition. The money was distributed through three
types of grants: basic grants', supplemental grants and special-purpose
grants.
Basic grants provided book-acquisition money to match the amount the
applicant was to spend dur,in~ the fiscal year the grant was to be awarded.
The grant could· not exceed $5,000.
Supplemental grants provided book-acquisition money based on
enrollment, programs and demonstrated need· up to $20 per full-time
·
student.
Special-purpose grants provide book-acquisition money that had to be
matched by each library on the basis of $1 in institutional funds for library
materials for every $3 in federal funds.
Since 1974 Congress has been appropriating only the basic grants, which
are about $4,000 on the average, Vassallo said.

There's More to ·cutting
Trees than Cutting Trees
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By Bill Wooten
ranger. From this inventory, a ten- are available for cutting. "The
The Southwest Pine Association, year sales program is developed, forests are divided· into commercial
a group of lumber industries in the matching the basic inventory.
and
noncommercial
land,
southwest region of the country,
.. "The trees are then com- specialized areas and wilderness.
was host Tuesday for media, partmentalized into districts ..by · There is also, of course, private
education and lumber industry similarities and separated into land," Gore said.
"Kulosa said the i?creasin.g
representatives on a day-long tour stands, where trees with a particular
of the Jemez Mountains regidn of age class and parallel-growth amount of noncommercial l~nd 1s
the Santa Fe National Forest.
patterns are grouped. These stands not healthy for the lumber busmess.
"As less and less is made available
Erwin Kulosa:, director of the are then prescripted forharvest."
tour, said the purpose of the tour
Yet, there's an entire series of for harvest and the demand for
was· to show the use and non-use of procedures to go through before the wood and .wood products grows,
the forests in the Jemez in forestry trees are marked for cutting, Gore it's naturally going. to drive the
management practfces. ":rhe public said. "We do a transportation price up. The recession of the last
. needs to be aware of the complexity analysis, an archeological survey, a few years really crunched us," he
of forestry,'' he said. .·
,
wildlife inventory, a soils inventory sa!d. "The cons.umer doesn'.t like
"There's more to it than just and plan for the development of th1s and when pr~ces get too h1gh ~e
cutting trees. You have en-. fuel breaks in case of fire. After all looks for a substitute. But What wdl
·v iro nm en tal man ageme'n t, that, an Environmental Analysis he use? Wood and its products have
~eforesting . and . wildlif~ Report is prepared that scrutinizes b(·en a staple of Al!lerican living for
management, to name a few, that al1 this to finalize which trees will be twv hundred years."
.
go along with timber cutting," he cut and where they will be cut."
(Contmued on page 6,
said. The cutting of foresttimber is
The area is then put up ~or s~le.
done on a selective basis instead of "We advertise for and accept b1ds
a clear-cutting basis, as in the early on the area to be sold and give it to
days of logging where everything 'the highest bidder,"' Gord sa}d.
The salary and position of
was cui.
"After the sale we work at bettenng
Alice
Cushing were stated inAll of the planning for timber the area and reduCing the amount
correctly
· · in Wednesday's
sales is done by the United States of fuel wood in theare.a by thinning
LOBO.
Cushing
is an associate
Forest Service (USFS). "We start ·it out. After the cutting, we plant
professor
in
pediatrics,
and she
with a basic timber hwentory taken new ·wood to ~ain back what was
$40,800
per
year.
The
makes
from aerial photographs of an taken."
LOBO
regrets
the
error.
area,'• said Wendell Gore, a USFS
However, not all the forest lands

' .

Corr'ection

Rotating Toothpicks
Someth'ing new for ducks and students to ponder was
erected this week at UNM's Duck Pond.
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l£...... For Misuse of Funds
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this investigation was not
corroborative of the allegati.on on
which it was predicated. Nor did
evidence disclosed during the
inquiry into that allegation give
reason to believe that any other
violations of law bad occurred.
"Accordingly, the matter has
now been closed and counsel for the
President has been so advised."
The statement also discounted
any political motivation on the part
of the informant who touched off
the investigation, saying:
"This allegation was made to an
agent of the FBI by an individual
who had recently become aware of
the underlying information.
Investigation has revealed no
apparent motive on the part of this
individual to fabricate."
Ruff did not make himself
avaih,lble to reporters, and the
statement made no mention of a ·
request by some Democratic
members of Congress that he investigate allegations Ford in-

~

~~·rl~

Ford Cleared of .Charge

t
~ WASHINGTON (UPI)-President
_g Ford Thursday was cleared by the
j Watergate Special Prosecution Force of alleged misuse of campaign
b funds while he was a House mem~ ber.
..._.
The developmen( removed a
cloud from Ford's campaign for the
presidency in his' own right. He did
not comment immediately, but was
expected to during a natioo.aUy
televised news conference last
"f
night.
<!}
~
The Office of Special Prosecutor
1J-. Charles Ruff, in a written statement
distributed to reporters, said of the
weeks-long inquiry requested by the
Justice Department:
"The (!\'j~~~~~~~~~~

f,

'tl

The statement from Ruff's office
said FBI Director Clarence Kelly
informed Attorney General Edward
Levi last July 13 of allegations that
Ford misused political contributions "during the period from
1964toearly 1974."
Levi in turn asked Ruff to. investigate, the statement said, and
this was done in cooperation with
the FBI, including examination of
Ford's personal finances provided
by the White House at the
prosecutor's request. The White
House cooperated fully, the

Bv, United Press International
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VP Debate Tonight
The ~ice-presiden~ial de?ate .?etween_ Robert Dole and Walter Mon•
dale Will be h<;ld Fnday mght m H6uston. It will begin at 7:30p.m.
an? last 75 mmutes. Rep~blican Sen. Robert Dole Thursday won a
com toss to make the opemng statement in tonight's debate.
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Deaths Not Linked to Vaccine
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Cook's million dollar
ski department
is ready!

Arms Sale May Be Reviewed
WASHINGTON-The State Department said today it will give
Congress a full opportunity to review and possibly block the sale of
two new weapons systems to Israel.
Informed sources disclosed Wednesday that President. Ford decided
to sell Israel "concussion bombs" and a super-sophisticated l:Jra-red
weapons control system without consulting either the Defense or State
Department.

Produce Sale
Scheduled
On Civic Plaza

Clothing
and
Head
Supplies
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WASHINGTON-The Public Health Service has concluded there
was no relationship between the deaths of 14 elderly persons and the
swine flu vaccine they received or the way it was administered, the
government's top doctor said Thursday.
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statement said.
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House to head off a Congressional
investigation of the Watergate
burglary in 1972.
Ford testified in. 1973, during
Congressional hearings on · his
nomination as Vice President, that
he had no recollection of discussing
with the White House any effort to
block an inquiry by the House
Banking Committee.
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ROSSIGNOL "JUNIOR"
SKI PACKAGE
Rossignol Smash Jr. skis,
Salomon 101 bindings, Tomic
Jr. poles.

·.I

''

9995 REG. $181.90

Fresh fruit and vegetables are
scheduled to be sold on
Albuquerque's Downtown Civic
Plaza for the next three Saturdays
as. part of an Outdoor Growers
Market program, sponsored by
Albuquerque Center Incorporated,
the County Extension Agent and
the Special Facilities Divsion of
City Parks and Recreation.
Growers will display th~ir
produce for sale on the plaza from
noon until 4:30 p.m., Oct. 16, 23
and 30. Live entertainment and a
food concession are also planned.
Anyone interested in exhibiting
produce may contact Jim Saiz at
the County Extension Office.

COMPLETE SKI PACKAGES
WITH EVERYTHING YOU NEED

ATOMIC "CAM AM"
SKI PACKAGE

Includes free binding installation,
skis flat-filed and engraved with
your name.

Atomic Can Am skis, Geze Plate
bindings, Tomic T-7 poles.

13995 REG. $224.90

14995

ROSSIGNOL "METEOR"
SKI PACKAGE

.'
REG. $234.90

HEAD "EXPO" SKI PACKAGE
Head Expo skis, Nevada GTL
bindings, Elite poles.

Rossignol Meteor skis, Nevada
GTL bindings, Meteor poles.
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NORDICA

I

$195
NORDICA METEOR
SKI BOOT

The Women's Center is ofrering workshop! and

groups such as Career Explanation Workshops,
Job Hunting Wflrkshops, Women in Transition,
Personal Development Workshops, Study Skills,
Returning Women Student. For enrollment or In·
formation, call the Women's Center, 277-3716.

Injected molded polyurethane
shell with new leather lined
inner boot. Floating cuff. Cable
buckle design for easier
buckling.

PAP Clinics to be held every Wednesday from 9
a.m. to noon. Call UNM Student Health Cciller at
277~3136.

New Mexico Wheclmen are scheduJing bicydc rides
every Sunday at 9a.m. in front or Popejoy Halltir:kc:t
office. There is a two-hour slow-paced ride and a
four-hour ride. The four-hour riders should bring a
snack and water. For more information call 256-9893
bet~ecn 9a.m. and 5:30p.m., Tues. thru Fri.

BANKAMERICARD.

8117 Menaul NE

(across from UNM)

(corner of Virginta)

266-7709

\

master charge
THE INTERBANK CARD

10-9
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. The New Mexico Dolly Lobo is published
Mondar through Friday every rcgulnr week of
the Umvcrsity year and weekly during the sum•
mer session by the Board of Student PublicationS
of the University of New Mexico, and Is not
financially associated with VNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mcxic<'l
87131. Subscripti6n rate is $10.00 far the
academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial pageS:
of Tlte Dot'fy Lobo arc those or the au1hor solely.
Unsigned otllnlon is that of the editorial board of
The Daify Lobo. Nothing primed in The Daily
Lobo nccc5s:trily represents the vlews of the
University of New Mexico.
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6995

SKI-TEK DOWN SWEATER, 100%
rip stop nylon lining and shell.
Down insulation, 39.95

BARUFALDI MIRRORED SUNGLASSES,
Mirror lenses perfect for skiing,
assorted tri-color frames, $7.95

D.

SKI-TEK DOWN VEST, Contrast-color
Western yoke with snap front, down
filled, powder collar. In Royal Blue I
Orange, Navy Blue /Red, Yellow /Orange,
Reg. $24.95, 19.95

SAN GIORGIO VIKING
SKI BOOT
2-Piece injected molded
polyurethane shell. New floating
cuff and flow bladder. Cable
buckles. For men and women.

No.40

Box 20; University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Ediforial Phone: (505)277-4102,
277-4202.

B.

REG. $89.95

:;~96-4938/268-7974

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO

GBKBRAL
ST·DRB
111 Harvard SE

Hold1$ 3 passengers

Vo1..81

CITY DUDE PRIME GOOSE
DOWN SKI PARKA, Men's
and Ladies' Western style,
100% nylon shell and lining,
two front flap pockets. In
French Blue, Navy, Forest Green,
Yellow or Maroon, 69.95

2-Piece injected molded
polyurethane shell; fully leather
lined. New floating cuff. Men's
in grey and black. Ladies' in
beige and orange.

Pilot and plane~26 hr.

-------

A.

CABER OLYMPIC
SKI BOOT

Aerial
Photo Fliahts
298-5993 evenings

I

11995

r B.alloon Fiesta
I
I
I
I
I

i

i

$150.00 VALUE

The Peace Corps office is at Rm. 229, Ortega Hall.
Its hours are Tues., l11Urs •• and Fri. from 3:30 to 5;30
p.m.

I
1
I
I
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105 WINROCK SHOPPING CENTER
Monday thru Friday 1o a.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday 1o a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday Noon to 5 p.m.

SKI REI\JTALS AND EXPERT
SKI REPAIRING

II.
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PLANS:

COOK'S CHARGE, MASTER CHARGE, BANKAMERICARD
or LAYAWAY
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... Viking Expert Speaks

<Continu~d from page 11

traces of radioactivity in it," Keil said.
"However, we found that the soil that was
examined. was very fine grained, produced by the
weathering of rocks. This fine grained soil was blown
into the upper atmosphere by wind storms exposing
the s~il to intense ultraviolet radiation," he said.
"We would like-to send a roving vehicle to Mars
within the next eight to ten years," Keil said. "A rover
would be ideal. It could maneuver about the Martian
surface exploring different areas while· picking up
selected sQil samples."
"Before tohe end of 1990 we would also like to send
up a rover which could return soil and rock samples to
earth for further examination," he said .
Keil said no manned flights to Mars have been planned. "Such a venture would be much too costly " he
scid.
'
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Be Considerate
Of Blind Students
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Today is White Cane Safety Day. The purpose of this day is to call at-

.,n tention to the predicament of the blind in the area of safety especially, but
~ 'in other areas as well.
JJ...

This predicament is certainly worthy of attention.
The problems blind persons have in everyday movement is complicated
not only by thoughtless autpmobile drivers but also by thoughtlessness on
the part of UNM students and personnel.
The University has attempted to help with the problem of the blind person's movement around campus by allowing seeing-eye dogs in areas
where dogs are prohibited.
Special assistance is available for blind students through Special Services, a department of the Institute for Applied Research Services. This
program offers a reading service for blind students, with the readers taping
material the blind person needs to know.
Perhaps one of the biggest problems is that of the blind students who
use a white cane instead of a seeing-eye dog. These students have
W~l
~oW
memorized the lay-out of the University campus and know where to exNB:~~Il..Y
II
pect buildings, trees, bike racks, light poles and other obstacles. But these
students can come across an unscheduled obstacle, most often in the
tllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Letters 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
form of improperly parked bikes.
We cannot help but be irate, along with the young blind student who
said, "The next time I come across a bike parked where it shouldn't be, I'm
going tp try to destroy it with my cane."
With the new bicycle regulations prohibiting the parking of bikes except
Annoyance surged as I noticed
Amazed at the lack of accuracy
Editor:
in designated areas, we hope this problem will be solved.
such
flagrant discrepancies. Such
of
the
with
simple
details
I was amazed, annoyed, and inWe urge students to pay special attention to the problems of the blind.
mistakes
are indicative of a lack of
movement,
fer
example
...
And to the students who do park in unauthorized areas we wish to remind sulted with Mr. Howard Pace's
awareness
to any one of the sourthem that they are not just risking the impoundment of their bikes, they "review" (I use the term very
1)
Five
or
six
blinded
horses??
ces
of
power
which propelled the
loosely) of the play Equus.
are risking injury to a student who can't see where the obstacle is.
(Did you see the play, much less play and held the audience
even glance at the program?)
spellbound.

You To
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Fine Clothing For Men And Women

200Jo Off
To All

Libras
1425 Central NE
Albuquerque N.M. 842-6261

oor OF MV PAW AIN'f
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GOIN' lo :EARN Y()J MY

' GRAfJTUDt, BABY, ..

Play's Movement Details Were Lacking

Let's Bicker: A Response To A Letter

Editor:
In rebuttal to D.M. Chavez' letter
on Joe Montoya:
Fact: Government spending at
all levels in 1976-1977 will be $610
billion. Federal government $413,
state government and local govern·
ment $197 billion.
Fact: Government will spend
$2,800 for every man, woman and
child in the U.S. or $8,300 per
household.
A good share of this taxation is
"hidden" behind the price of
everything you buy. Federal, state,
local taxes, school tax, gasoline
tax, as well as massive devaluation

of money due to deficit spending ($8,300) on responsible working
funny money with no gold or silver class families.
backing-technically counterfeit.
Oh, wow, Joe has sponsored or
Let's not bicker over the price of
co-sponsored
every major bill to exbutter at Piggly Wiggly or beef at
Safeway, but let's bicker ol(er the pand federal control over our
price of big government in colleges and universities. Mr.
Chavez' startling figures point up
Washington, D.C.
How does this letter relate to our how far the government has
already gc;me in controlling its
esteemed senator? Please read on.
Classic liberal Democrats and citizens when as Chavez claims
socialists spend our problems 10,400 students last year were en
away. They spend now and pay the federal dole at UNM and 23.6
later. We are paying now for the big per cent of UNM's budget is conspenders of the Congress in past trolled by Washington. This is more
years. Joe Montoya is a big spen- federal control or SOCIALISM,
der who causes such a tax burden PLAIN AND SIMPLE.
Neal LaFon

DOONESBURY

"IF NOTH/Ne &IS&, /.ACeY
l¥/VfiNPOI?T IS AN 138/J!./..113NT
AND CtJlORF/11. CAND/0/IT/3.

tJM.. WRITING
UP /.ACI3.'/'5

PR&$5 CON$·

:.' !NCE, RICK?

" "

by Garry Trudeau

UH·H//H..
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Reader Says
'Right On'

2) His parents making the visit,
exposing one of the first sources of
the boy's problem ... , incredibly
poor guess, the Dr. visited the
parents, at their home, purposely
on a Sunday.
3) Mom's recital about all
things ... (?). What do you possibly
mean by that?
4) A pseudoritualistic communion of sorts ... got me mystified
again.
5) Directly quoting the mother
out of context, supplying absolutely no insight to any particular
point.
6) Good God, Mr. Pace even
quoted the Doublemin.t jingle
wrong! I

Naturally, the nude scene was
mentioned, as "stunning" -the
nudity, or the effect of the attempted seduction? My dear Mr.
Pace, Jill could no more have
taught Alan to be more loving to his
gods than you can write.
j

The cumulative effect of Mr.
Pace's "review" was equal to that
of him spitting in the face of those
who were fortunate enough to experience th.e play. Perhaps the
LOBO and Mr. Pace will spare us
the discomfort of his literary gar·
bage, and regulate his writing to
the "day before due" term papers
of which his review reminded me.
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G.E. Vierheller

by Garry Trudeau
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Editor:
In response to the letter written
by Joe Cicero on October
13-Right On!
Jeannette M. Sanchez.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

LOBO Letter
Opi:nion Policy
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Letters to the editor ...
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten
and
double
spaced.
Sender's name, address and
phone number must be in·
eluded with the letter or it
will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld only by agreement
with the editor, in person.
If a letter is froJ!l a group,
please include a name, phone
number and address of a
group member.
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Independent Matt Dillon
Added to Candidates Da

Pcrso,Js Interested in running for the llourd of
Directors of PIRG may pick up a C~ndidate

Statement form and election rules at 107 C Cornell SF.
untll Oct, 20.
Native l~ntcrtalnmem Commlmc meeting MOll·
day, Oct. I 8 nt 4:30p.m. at Native American Studies,

Kiva Club mtctillg Mondny, Oct. 18 nt6:30 p.m. nt
1812 La~ Lomn$. To discuss follow·up on Oct. 9 con·
fcrcnce, future of center nnd other bu~inc~s.

1812LasLoma~.

KIVA Club meeting Monday, Oct. I8 111 6:30 p.m.
.11 Native American Studies Center, 1812 Las l.omns,

0

.n

Philosophy Club will hear Tom OuchantJn, gmd,

3>.

~tudcnt in philo~ophy, .~peak on "l)hi!osophy in Mar·

tial Arts. 10 ('o(lkil.•<> <tl ,) p.m. in the lounge.
Discussion ttl 3:30p.m. in the library.

~

firi., Oct. 15 is deadline for Homecoming Song and

T~lcn~ Nlghl <!IHric!l. Due at the ASlJNM Office, Rm.

242,SUilbySp.m.

~

Bean Bag Village
Quality Bean Bag Furniture
Couches
Lounges·
Love Seats
Discs - Chairs

Refilic
Naugahyde & Fabrics

1 year Guarantee
10% off with this ad
~

7401 Menaul~+Blvd.
NE 299-1295
.;..., .. .,.. ... ,\.++ .:.. ,,.,;,_,i),..., .. ,. .. ,. .. ,. .... ,. .... ,~·F;FJ.'' .. ,.ir,.,. .... ,.,.,
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By David Belling
Malcolm "Matt" Dillon, American Independent
Party candidate for the United States Senate, was not
originally invited to ASUNM Candidates Day on Oct.
20, but will now be hereon that day.
Dillon said he read about Candidates Day in a
newspaper story and he then talked to ASUNM Vice
President Dorothy Davidson about being able to
speak at Candidates Day. Davidson gave Dillon a time
to speak. Dillon said, "If I hadn't spoken up then I
wouldn't be going to speak here."
Davidson said, ''It was not an intentional slight," in
not asking Dillon to speak at Candidates Day. She
said she received a list of candidates from the County
Clerk. This list was only of candidates certified to run
as of July 28. Dillon was not certified until late
August. Davidson said she tried to contact Dillon but
she did not know his correct first name which was
needed to get his telephone number.
"We are really pleased that Mr. Dillon wanted to
come," Davidson said. She said it is often difficult to
get in contact with minor-party candidates.
It is often very difficult for candidates who are not
running under the Republican or Democratic party
banners to get media coverage of their campaign.
Dillon said he did not know why he could not get
much media coverage for his campaign but he said, "l
guess somebody is afraid I might take votes away
from somebody else. I think most news reporters are
writing the stories liut they are not getting published."
Dillon said he sends news releases and position
papers to the newspapers l;mt that they don't ·get
published. He said he doesn't try to saturate the media'
with releases like other candidates but "I try to put
out news releases if I do something newsworthy," but

ONE of th1t OLDEST LOCALLY OWNED JEWELERS IN ALBUQUERQUE

A SIMPLE EQUATION:

n +

-

n-

Harrison Schmitt's
.. .
-oppos1t1on to any
federal aid to education

Nixon-Ford Administration's
- present position on funding
for education

f

CUTBACKS in many education programs
ELIMINATION of other programs
ELIMINATION of t.eaching and professional positions
AN INCREASE in the student-teacher ratio
ELIMINATION of students' opportunities for higher education
A DETRIMENTAL IMPACT on higher education institutions
A RAISE in State taxes-75% of which now goes to education

REDUCED QUALITY OF EDUCATION
Senator Joseph Montoya has a 100% voting record in favor of
better education, according to the NEA

'
Better Education in New
Mexico?
YOU can decide.

MONTOYA
l

.I

I

Paid for by UNM Democrats

They were actually dancing in the aisles of the Kiva
Auditorium. The pre-stressed concrete of the Convention Center swayed in time to the marching feet as
the Preservation Hall Jazz Band swung into "As the
Saints Go Marching In" for their encore.
that is not every day.
The daily pa"ers are very selective, he said, but
Dillon has not been totally ignored by the print media.
The Albuquerque Journal on Sunday, Oct. 10, had a
long story on the positions of the four candidates for
U.S. Senate which Dillon said was a very good story.
The Albuquerque News has also published one of
Dillon's position papers.
By not getting much publicity for his campaign,
Dillon said, "I think the people in New Mexico are
being dupe9 into thinking there are only two candidates running."
Dillon said the local radio stations have given his
campaign more coverage than the newspapers or
television.

(Continued from page- I)
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Review by Orlando Medina and Ken Walston

... Cutting· Trees

f

g,

Real New Orleans Jazz
Leaves Audience Reeling

By Chris Hammond
Today is White Cane Safety Day in support of the efforts of the blind.
Its purpose is to call attention to the independenc.e and competence of
blind people upheld in the White Cane Laws.
Gov. Apodaca is supporting President Ford's original proclamation by
designating Oct. 15 White Cane Safety Day in New Mexico.
The contents of the White Cane Laws concerning traffic, for instance, of
the New Mexico State Law and the Albuquerque Traffic Code are
essentially the same.
Briefly, the driver of any vehicle approaching any totally or partially
blind pedestrian, accompanied by a guide dog or carrying a white or
metallic cane should be careful not to cause injury to the pedestrian.
It sounds simple. However, blind people are sometimes denied access to
the simplest of thipgs, like buses or restaurants-with or without guide
dogs.
Janice Bedal related an instance where a married blind couple were
refused admittance to a plane in Chicago. There was a policy of only one
blind person on a flight at a time.
The'wife took the flight, while the husband waited three hours in order
to board the next available one, said Janice.

OUR OWN TERMS
BANKAMERJCARD
MASTERCHARGE
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Safety Day for Blind

Number 1 ... of the 12
Most Beautiful Diamond
Engagement Rings
in the World.
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Getting the lumber from the
forest to the mill is a long process.
Glenn Britain, logging superintendent for Bates Lumber Company here, said, "the trees are cut,
skidded onto the road and loaded
onto trucks to be taken to the mill.
At the mill they are stripped of the
bark, sawed, planed, dried and
finally sold," he said. "But the
cutting of the trees is really in·
cidental when compared to other
factors that are involved. You have
to engineer roads into the area, put
out capital for equipment and
p~rsonnel and pay stumpage (a
certain number of dollars per
board-foot cut) to the Forest
Service for the wood. Even then
you could lose money by getting an
inferior grade of wood. The market
fl uct,mites continuously but you
should realize a three to five per
cent profit."
All of the wood is utilized for
production. "You get all sorts of
waste from milling the lumber,"
Britain said. "The wood chips are
sent to a pulp mill to be made into

sawdust and trim ends are made
into pressboard and matches. We
used to burn all our wastes but not
anymore.''
The lumber industry has been hit
hard by environmentalists. Up until
this month, they lost almost every
lawsuit brought against them and
had been largely ineffective as a'
lobbying force in Congress. The
first of this month, Congress passed
the National Forest Management
Act. The bill delegates to the Forest
Service the authority to sell timber
from the national forests and
determine harvest levels consistent
With multiple-use sustained yield
objectives, where the USFS must
replace as much as is taken out.
The bill determines when harvest
levels can be increased. It gives the
USFS the responsibility of identifying and prohibiting cutting on
unsuitable
lands.
"For once," Kulosa said, "the
industry banded together and saved
itself from extinction. Without this
bill, the industry stood a good
chance of dying out."

Te.~tiles

Spontaneously, the audience took to the aisles,
stomping and clapping in disorderly lines around the
red-carpeted hall. People clothed in everything from
chiffon robes to gingham shirts sang along with the infectious lyrics. And what people! A true cross-section
of America; 50-year-old ex-Marines with their
beehive-hairdo'd wives joined Haight-Ashbury
holdovers in the parade.
And the band just kept right on playing, with Willie
Humphrey's clarinet soaring over the noise. This man
can play the clarinet. What intricacies the extended
runs offered, up scales and down, contrapuntally exchanging melodies with Percey Humphrey on the
trumpet.
Then the band itself, perhaps caught up in the
crowd's enthusiasm, strutted down the steps and
joined in the march. As they completed a circle of the
hall, they went back up on stage, followed by hundreds of happy Dixieland fans. The concert ended in
an uproa~ of applause.
The Albuquerque public found itself mesmerized in
the Mardi Gras roots of Swingin' Dixieland which
even took the form of extroverted musical transfiguration. Mr. and Mrs. Middle America (Ret.) were
suddenly thrust into a situation where they no longer
sat back at their fake leather restaurant tables
devoudng instant steak and listening to the strains of
Percy Faith or the Hollywood Strings muzaking their
version of the Carpenters.
ln one instance, Narvin Kimball on banjo with the
strokes of a mandolin player broke a tiger-rag solo into a Dixieland version of "Lara's Theme." The usual
easy-listening mind-thumpers became foot-tappers.
On the other side of the audience's music spectrum,
the fry-brain 100-decibel glitter rockers listened to

Except for a problem carrying the piano around,
the Preservation Hall Jazz Band is a New Orleans
street band playing "ole fashion" dance music that
tempts the soul on Saturday night into [!Cts condemned on Sunday morning. Visions of "fire and
brimstone'' preachers bringing down the wrath of the
Almighty for succumbing to the dance of the evil one
were in the nostalgic mass mind of the audience as
they clapped their hands to a fine sound.

•

Steve Miller played piano and sang blues that meant
blues and not some cockney kid bemoaning the loss of
his favorite guitar pick. Gray-haired and bespectacled
Cie Frazier did jazz drum solos that probably gave the
late Gene Krupa a reason to pick up the sticks. Frank
Demond, slide trombone, pulled the jJrOWd back and
forth with every valve slide and held their tiger, just as
well as Mr. Dorsey. Meanwhile, tuba player Allan
Jaffee plugged in appropriate oomm-pah-pahs that
made everyone thirsty for the taste of sour-mash
bourbon and its namesake street.

"All Screwed Up"/ Directed by
Lina Wertmuller/Starts today at
Don Pani:hos.
Movie Review by George Gesner
You'd expect a movie that

HA~~J!T)'G
'}
/e
A P11J\ •A /Ill

llr:Y,AMtc;os/ MEET' MY Btc;
JUARez"tor! WE'o LlKJ:To CoME To

This is the kind of music Albuquerque bas been
looking for to give some life back into the night with a
change of pace rather than competition in the same
sounds.
Give us l~e romance of the red light; the smokey,
poorly furmshed bar; obscene laughter; the acoustic
bass player wearing sunglasses and every eye glued to
hanging curtains of beads expecting a narrow-tied
private detective.
"Bourbon on the rocks," Gunn says as the chords
of jazz and Dixieland.echo in the room.

I \INVITE

/ 1HE' JUAREZ BROTHERS I
f1i

'

The Preservation Hall Jazz Band sparked these
television dreams and with it brought all the sounds
that made the Albuquerque Convention Center, the
French Quarter of New Orleans. The music was great
and the travelogue made the concert much better.

discusses love, politics, abortion,
work, poverty, crime, prostitution,
sickness, transition, family and
society in general would wear pretty
thin on the subjects, going off on
tangents, but the artistry and genius .
of Lina Wertmuller, a new and

JVAT?EZ''80"4 JUAREZ10t"
.MAKE 7it'B 'PERFEcrPAtR,

:5A7iSF'IIN6 EVERYONE FROM

.MVCHACHA to MUCHACHO!
7itEY'R£ ArA NEARBY
l).CKAeE SroRE Jvsr WAmNG
70 B£ PicKED UR

A movie by n Genius

WHVDON'r You?

IMPDRrel> ( llOI'Tl.ED 'BYTEQOM JAUSCD H.
sr. LOIJJS, MO. • 80 !'ROof ' 101 PRoof

WHO ELSECAN TtJRN YovR
PARTY INTo A FIESTA ?

!Continu£'d on page JOJ
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For The Finest In Fiber Artistry. tJnique And Funl<y Handcrafted Toys, Clothing And
Home Decorations.

2021 Old Town Road NW

unamplified music that moved the body by natural
yibration rather than being physic,ally assaulted by
sound waves.
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$1.95
Fresh Popcorn
1-25 & Lomas
UNM Students Welcome
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Uncl_e Nasty's·
"A Good Place To Make Friends"

Entertainment 7 Nites 4418 Central S.E.
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[)E.ALER.S IN NEW AND ~NTAQE M\I.SICAL IN.5TR\IMENT.5
rentals

· accessories

·complete repair service
Please excuse the big
mound of dirt around
us. Here is how to get
to Wild West through
the construction.

"Cardiff Rose"I Roger McGuinn! Columbia PC 34154
• Record Review by George Gesner
Roger McGuinn, Gene Cfiark and Chris Hillman are proving with their
fine solo albums that they aren't for the Byrds.
.
''Cardiff Rose,'' McGuinn's latest, is a fine concept album set in dream
scenes of various sorts.
"Take Me Away" rocks off with a fine guitar trio (McGuinn, Mick
Ronson and David Mansfield)~ Ronson, who is better known for his
associations with David Bowie and Rolling Thunder Revue, produced the
album and plays accordian, piano, and recorder and sings on "Jolly
Roger."
"J oily Roger" starts off with the crashing sea and goes into a
traditional-style folk song about pirate adventure.
"Partners in Crime" is a top notch nostalgia number that jams out
good. The piece is about the Chicago 7.
"Up To Me" starts the second side. This Bob Dylan piece is rather
uneventful and long.
"Round Table" is a warm rock ballad about the Holy Crusade. It is one
of the bes_t two pieces on the album. "Pretty Polly" is a traditional piece
arranged and adapted by Mansfield who plays violin on the number.
Joni Mitchell is responsible for the best cut on the album; she wrote it.
"Dreamland" ranks high in melody and lyrics. Kim Hitchcroft provides a
good saxophone solo on the cut.
Other top musicians on the _!\!bum include Rob Stoner, Howie Wyeth
and Timmy Schmitt.
Except for a couple lackluster songs the album is near perfection. Rate it

B.

lfhe Sound of.Music
Follow the. arrows to

200 Central SE

243-2229

President's Show
A visual and musical "extravaganza" is planned for Sunday,
Oct. 17, "President's Concert" at
8:15 p.m. in Popejoy Hall in the
Fine Arts Center of UNM.
Sponsored by the music
department and the Greater UNM
Fund, the concert will benefit the
Presidential Scholarship as well as
recognize and thank · those who
have contributed to the cause.
Tickets are $2 for the general
public, $1 for UNM faculty and
staff and senior citizens and 50
cents for all. students at the Fine
Arts Box Office.
The first half of the program is
titled "This Is the American
Earth." This premier performance
is based on the book of the same
title written and edited for the
Sierra Club by the late Nancy
Newhall, wife of Beaumont
Newhall, photographic historian
and a member of the UNM art
faculty.
The score for "This Is the
American Earth" was conceived
and written by Scott Wilkinson,
assistant professor of music at

UNM. The music will be presented
by the UNM Concert Choir and
instrumental ensemble under the
direction of John Clark, assistant
professor of music and director of
UNM choral activities.
In addition to the music, slides by
Ansel Adams and the Sierra Club
will be shown with a narration by
Sean Daniel, associate professor of
music.
The second half of the program
symphony Orchestra with conductor Joel Rosenberg. The orchestra will present "Estancia" by
Ginastera.
The concert will end with a
"medley of memories" by the
UNM Collegiate Singers with
director John Clark. They will sing
"Magic to Do," "Lullaby of
Broadway," "No One's Perfect,"
"I Can't Stop Loving You,"
"Paddlin' Madelin' Home" and
"Don't Take Away the Music."
The Collegiate Singers have
performed for more than 125,000
people throughout the Southwest in
the past three years.
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never. won an academy Award
which goes to show that there is
some justice in the world. A (em ale
skier meets an accident instead of
Claudine Lounge!.
Walt DisneY may not have liked
communists and he did hire Roll
Ziegler but in the field of animation
Fantasia is the perfect blend of
classical music and animated
cartoon. Fantasia at 7:15 and 9:25
p.m.
· For· The Lion in Winter and
Other Side of the Mountain times
call299-4412.

Showing at 6, 7:50 and 9:40p.m.
EASTDALE-A double dose of
animal fun, one a furry four-legged
GUILD THEATRE-Today is
warm-blooded shark known as
Grizzly, the oth.er a fossil called
the last day for The African Queen
Dinosaurs.
The bear begins at 7:40
with Humphrey Bogart and
p.m., the big lizards at 9:20p.m.
Katherine Hepburn at 7:30 and 9:30
p.m. Take an African missionary's
GAI.ERIA
. TWIN
THEATERS-In the building that
sister, put her on a small boat with
an unshaven, belching river pilot
"rivals the church at Las Trampas
for beauty," as the admen say, you
and throw in a few vintage goose
steppers and you can get down to
can view an Elliot Gould/ James
Bogie. Monty Python and the Holy
Caan potboiler known as Harry
and Walter Go to New York. Also
Grail starts Saturday with the tin
men horsing around.
showing, at 7:45 p.m. is Fortune,
starring Stockard Channing, Harry
DON PANCHO'S-A//
and Walter starts at 9:30 p.m. In
Screwed Up by Fel/ini'~ prodigy
the other half of this twin theater, a
Lina Wertmuller. ,See review par;e
Peter Sellers comedy, The Return
ENCORE-A triple Charlie
of the Pink Panther, can be caught
Chaplin t'l'lm fest with The Kid, The
at 7:30p.m., followed by Hearts of
Circus and The Idle Class. The
the West, starring Beau Bridges.
little tramp picks up a younger side
See it at 9:30p.m.
THE MALL CINEMA-Superkick in the guise of a much younger
SUNSHINE-Albuquerque's
Jackie Coogan in The Kid at 7:05 & bus, Super Agent is about a newest remodeled theater, now
10:15 p.m. In The Circus, an notorious German spy, namely a running a Warner Bros. "Best Of"
unsuspecting Chaplin, the janitor, Volkswagon. What is the driving series. Friday and Saturday nights
becomes Chaplin in the center ring force behind this cloak and dagger you can see Jezabel/ at 7:30p.m. At
vehicle other than a four-cylinder 9:15p.m. you have Mildred Pierce,
at8:45 p.m.
engine? Find out by calling 298· starring Joan Crawford. On
LOBO-A haunted house with 5505 for times.
Sunday, the film changes to Dark
Karen Black and Oliver Reed
THE
MONTGOMERY
Victory, at 5:05 and 9:05 p.m.
provides Burnt Offerings to a
PLAZA-Street People at M Plaza Sandwiched in between is Ronnie
burned audience. Sacrifice yourself
One takes former Saint, Robert Reagan, "The Sage of the West,"
at 7:05 and 9:25p.m.
Moore
and Carib policeman Stacy in King's Row.
. HILAND-Phantom of Paradise
Keach and puts them on the other
SUB THEATER-My. favorite
is a rock musical with that short side of the law. Comedy-adventure
theater
(the price is so agreeable) in
vivacious blonde-Paul Williams.
at6:l5, 8 and 9:45p.m.
of the NM Union is
the
basement
It competed with Tommy for a rock
Dog Day Afternoon is at M Plaza showing on Friday and Saturday
music film award. Tommy won
and many say the panel of judges Two and features Dustin Hoffman Mel Brooks's comedy classic
were deaf, blind and mute. as the chief dog. A bank robbery Blazing Saddles. The Marlene
turns sour with hostages and Dietrich imitation is worth the low
Showing at 7:45 and 9:30p.m.
price to get in. The screen is small
FOX WINROCK-Dustin television. At 7:20 and 9:40p.m.
Goodbye
Bruce
Lee
is
showing
at
but
the crowds are friendly. The red
Hoffman as The Marathon Man.
who
M
Plaza
Three
and
for
a
man
licorice
upstairs at the candy
Another spy movie with Polaroid
has
been
dead
for
a
while,
Lee's
counter
offers silent oral
Laurence . Olivier, The Marathon
"last
movies"
are
still
kicking
sa
tis
faction
in the absence of a
Man is in the decatholon of Three
around
more
than
his
kung
fu'feet.
popcorn
machine.
Days of the Condor going back to
the Spy Who Came in from the
Cold. For times call298·5445.
LOUISIANA MALL-The triple
theatres' theatre, brings back a rerelease of the academy-award
winner The Lion in Winter with
Peter O'Toole as Henry II and
Katherine Hepburn as Eleanor.
Beckett never had it·so good.
The Other Side of the Mountain
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SPECIAL LIMITED RETURN ENGAGEMENT

WI~NEAI3ACADEMYAWARDSt
INCLUDING

·

BEST ACTRESS KATHARINE HEPBURN

JOSEPH €. LEVINE"""" AN AVCO EMBASSY FilM

PETERO'TOOL€

HEPBURN

lH€ LION IN WINTER

SUN., OCT.17 THRU TUES., OCT.19
1939
Bette Davis, Humphrey Bogart, Ron old Reagan

Will Be Available
Beginning Oct.13

~

Mon.-Sat.
9am-9pm
11701 Menaul N.E.

WED., OCT. 13 THRU SAT., OCT. 16
JEZEBEL 1938
Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, George Brent
MILDRED PIERCE 1945
Joan Crawford, Jack Carson, Eve Arden

Student
Directories
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Compiled By Orlando Medina
and Ken Walston
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DARK VICTORY
KINGS ROW

1942
Ronald Reagan, Robert Cummings, Ann Sheridan

•

LOUISIANA MALL
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2:00 - 4:30

I)Jt " f

CJ:NEMA

!fi"QO~

7:00 - 9:30

1-40 & LOUISIANA BLVD._

299-4412

The beautifully redecorated

·Sunshine Theatre

With Valid ID

C~ntral

at 2nd • 294-9741
Stmlents $1.25. every Mon. & Tue.
At the Stu·
dent Information Center
In the SUB
and the Bookstore

We'll have a button for you at the doorgood for drinks, and a chance for football,
basketball trips, and more TN IF specials,
It's Happening This Friday.

liHIRifliK
lr1ED'S
liT'S
FIRII.DRY*

Ftiday
&

Saturday
mel Brook's
Blo.zlng So.ddles

The Planets Are Back

SUB Thentre
1 & 9:15Pm

4200 Central Ave SE

Jl.OO

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
LAURENCE OLIVIER ROY SCHEIDER
WIWAM DEVANE MARTHE KELLER
R RESTRICTED>O
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Interview by ,John Carnahan
Joseph Chavez of Albuquerque,
whose sculptures are now on eKhibit
in Jonson Gallery, is an artist
widely' recognized throughout the
Southwest.
He is listed in Who's Who in Art
in America, The 37-year-old artist
is featured in a book entitled
Mexican American Artists by Dr,
Jacinto Quirarte and in 50 private
collections !\round the country.
Cluwez's works have been exhibited
from Taos, NM to Houston, Tex.
Various ceramics and rock
sculptures by Chavez can now be
viewed in Jonson Gallery until Nov.
5. In a recent interview Chavez
discussed his works in this particular exhibit and about his view of
the modern-art world today.
"I specialize in bio-morphic
sculptures," said Chavez: "This
means I try to break down natural
forms such as plants, human form,
and sea shells to their essential
shape."
"My scupltures are not large
enough to be displayed outdoors,
such as the works by Henry
Moore," said Chavez. "But they
are not small enough to be put on
the shelf like bric-brac either. My
works are meant to be displayed
indoors on pedestals. They work
well in hallways."

that the concepts are too intellectual, too beyond their grasp.
Actually, some of the· concepts of
modern art start from simple bases.
I think a reason for this misunderstanding is because art critics,
journalists, collectors and artists
are constantly putting modern art
on a higher intellectual plane than it
should be."
"Another reasori is that people
these days are in too much of a
hurry to make a fast buck. They
"For my mediums I prefer - influenced by the old schools
vario1,1s natural materials ~uch as represented by Henry Moore as by
rock, clay and wood. I also usc the new schools represented by
some metals. I strive to create a John Chamberlain.
dual harmony between the old and
Chavez graduated from UNM in
the new. The old means the natural
1973
with a double masters in
materials and the new means manmade materials such as steel."
fine arts and art education. He has
taught students of all ages ranging
"Most of the bl/,SeS for my rock from pre-school tots at St.
sculptures are made of chrome- Anthony's Orphanage to graduate
plated steel. Its glossy finish students at UNM. Chavez also
contributes to a floating illusion. I studied advanced work at the
try to give all my pieces a University of Cincinnati, Ohio. He
is currently teaching at Sandia High
weightless, airborn quality."
School. "1 think my students'
"To try to accomplish a dual attitudes towards modern art holds
harmony between past and present true for a lot of people in this
movements in modern sculpture, country. They just cannot seem to
this also is an important goal to rne. relate, not just to sculpture, but to
I like to feel as though I'm equally modern art in general. They think

highly acclaimed producer and
writer, provides a full and complete
movie that falls nothing short of
excellent and can be described as a
. tragic comedy.
The story revolves around a
group of villagers that move to the
large industrial town of Milano,
Italy. Two young country men are
wal!dng around Milano with only
their backpacks to their name. They
run into a petite Sicilian girl looking
for her cousin. The cousin turns out
to be an uppity buxom woman,
Two mvre women join the group
and they decide to form a commune
(of a sort) as tbey appropriate an
empty house in a tenement complex.
There are three scenes that follow
one after the other that are quite
interesting. The fi_rst one focuses on
two scraggly looking men suffering
from malnutrition. They are
pleading in soft and suppressed
voices, "Feed me" to passersby in

front of a meat shop. The meat
shop owner comes out and complains about losing business
because of the two. The scene is
really quite funny yet it hits a soft
spot in your heart.
The next scene immediately
flashes to a cattle .slaughter in a
meat plant where the two young
men happen to find their first job.
The orchestra and meat cutting
operation is done like a symphonic
march. On the first day of work a
strike is called and the men are
arrested in the third scene. The
social comment and characterization throughout the movie is
some of the best to be ever seen.
These three scenes are only a
capsule portion of what continues
throughout the film. The movie's
high point is the pizza restaurant.
For a place that has about 30
employees you get to know each
one personally in a few short
moments. This in itself is pure
proof of the art of characterization

Raphael's Silver Cloud
Presents
I'

The Eagle Has Landed/by Jack
Higgins! Bantam Books $1.95

"This is very ironic because the
United States is now becoming the
international center for modern art.
Cities like Los Angeles, San Diego
and New York are becoming the
mecca for art students the world
over. The best works originate from
this country. Yet, most of the
people cannot identify with it. I
think this does much harm to
modern art in the long run."

Arts

·&
media

of which Wertmuller is capable.
The movie ends ·in the pizza
kitchen revolving like a rat race at
the speed of light and ends in a stilllife blur. The movie may contend
that life is all screwed up but the
movie itself is without a flaw.

Lobo Review
Adventure novels are not the
height of literary fashion but who
cares if English 499 doesn't include
Alistair MacLe~o~n.
fack Higgins is in the same
league as MacLean and maybe a
step b~low Dredrick Forsythe, who
·
now is the leader in the genre.
Higgins, in The Eagle Has
Landed, develops some of the more
· interesting and sympathetic Ger-

morolit.Y & ·Sex:
Venereol Diseose

There is Liam Devlin, a member
of the IRA, who has his own
reasons for trying to kill Churchill,
but what he really comes down to is
the sort of lunatic that gets involved
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When entering Columbia University in New York one of the orientation I
lectures deals with all the alumni who succembed to various forms of I
venereal disease, not all of them of the common variety .
I

Go 5 Miles N. Of Bernalillo On I-25 To Algodones
867-9983

I

Rosebury also includes a pantheon of the great and near great, who
contracted the "pol\'' as it was once known.
Catherine the Great of Russia, who Rosebury and others believe to have
had the disease, developed syphilophobia and had her numerous lovers
tested for six months by her ladies-in-waiting.

ASUNm
Popular Entertainment Committee
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NEW TRIANGLE LOUNGE
IS
CLEANING HOUSE
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We're Remodeling, Repainting
And Changing Our Style!
Come Help Us Celebro.te With

Here's some more names who supposedly had the disease: John Keats,
Franz Schubert, Heinrich Heine, Albrecht Durer, Van Gogh, Cardinal
Richelieu. Rosebury also describes some of the primitive techniques used
by these men to get rid of the "poK." These are better left to the
imagination, especially after breakfast.
But in the end, Rosebury does a good job of making the disease understandable. He wou)d also like to see the disease ~radicated, something
every sane person should hope for.

This Weekend
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Happy Hour Friday

LiOnn Boyd

Then Boogie All Weekend To

October 17
8:00Pm Johnson G,ym

Cadillac Bob

Thurs.-Sat. Sun.

Take 1-25 5 Miles N. Of Bernalillo
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Author of Cosmic Connection, Consultant to NASA,
Active in Viking IJ project and UF.O research

3 PM till& PM

$3.50 Cover Charge
Must Be 21 & Must Have Valid ID
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Topic - Extraterrestrial Exploration
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What are the chances of life existing in other worlds?

Free Bread and Cheese

9PM
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The British and Americans are
sort of. neutralized in this novel,
resembling powdered eggs and
Spam. The battle is really between
the soldiers and the Nazis, The
Nazis to a man resemble Lou Reed
at his best.

Thurs. Oct. 14

Show Starts
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Carl Sagan
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Sun. Oct. 17
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Rose bury does not mention my own favorite story of a Greek-TurkishRomanian shepherd, who alone in the green hills far from his village and
• wife, took a sheep to satisfy his urges. The Italians blamed it on the
French, the French on the Italians, the British on the Germans and the I
I
Germans on the British. In 1917 everyone decided it was a Bolshevik plot.
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. Popejoy Hall UNM 8:00 I'M
He mana~tes to trace the source of the disease to a blank corner but
Tickets at SUB Box Office and Albuquerque Ticket Agency
effectively eliminates Columbus and his crew as the source.
~~~==~===========::=:::=:::::==:==:=:::=:::::=;::::::::=~===:;=======~==

Horseshoe's And Volleyball

Of

Lieutenant-Colonel Kurt Steiner
leads a party of 14 paratroopers in
the assassination attempt. He is a
man of some honor, wit and
courage, who actually despises the
Nazis but who comes from a longline of Prussian soldiers and is duty
bound to attempt what he considers
to be a legitimate act of war.

~
8

i:i.

Steiner does all the right things;
he lets the people of a village go,
instead of using them as hostages,
he helps a young Jewess escape
from the Gestapo and waivers at
the final moment when he has a
chance to shoot Churchill.

Presents

· Rosebury, who apparently is not a doctor, does not stand up on a soap
box and preach with fire and brimstone about blindness and stillborn
babes. Rather he comes across with a logical, interesting and reasonable
presentation on the dangers of venereal disease and the social mores which
allow the spread of gonorrhea and syphilis.

"The Most
Inexpensive Spirits
To Be Found Anywhere"

in any adventure because he likes to
walk in the shadow of death. This
might sound trite, but he comes
across with typical romantic dash
and an eloquence seldom found in
adventure novels.

ASUNM Speakers Committee

Book Review by Mike Gallagher
Microbes and Morals-it sounds like a title of a Star Trek episode, but
actually it's a well-written study of venereal disease.

With
'

man soldiers to come marching
down the road in a long time. This
is a difficult job, considering the
men he makes sympathetic are
trying to kill Winston Churchill in a
last-ditch move to save der
Vaterland.
The attempt on Churchill's life is
interesting and fast moving and the
characters really hold the novel
together.

Microbes and M<Jra/slby Theodor Rosebury!Ballantine $1.95

"Gold Rush"
Sunday
LAST MILE RAMBLERS

... All Screwed Up
(Continued from pngo 7)

don't really want to take the time to
appreciate art for art's sake."

Okie's

Tickets Available at: Goldstreet Circus;
Odyssey Records; Genero.l Store;
Albuquerque Ticket Agency, Coronado Center:
Candyman, in Santa Fe: UNm SUB Box Office, For Student Discount.

''Inexpensive Libations Ant'
EfficaciDUS Entertainment"
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Chaps Face Tucson
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Lobos to Face Wyoming Tomorrow
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-j Thompson Ready for Big Game
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Russ ParsQns
Dave Thompson has seen a Jot of
changes in Lobo football since he
came here. Four years ago Rudy
Feldman was the coach, Ne~
Mexico was a program in decline
and the team finished 4-7.
This year UNM has one of the
fastest improving football
programs in the country under
coach Bill Mandt and almost halfway through the season it stands· a
top the Western Athletic Conferencewitha3-1 mark.
The Lobos are preparing for
their biggest game in five years against WAC co-leader Wyoming.
"In one way this game isn't any
more important than any other
WAC game," Thompson said.
"But it is the one that we're
thinking about right now. If we win
it we're not in. But, if we lose it
we'll be hurting."
One aspect that adds an extra
dimension of interest to this game
is that UNM has yet to play a wishbone offense team, and Wyoming
runs one of the smoothest wishbones in the country. The main
reason is that Cowboy Head Coach
Fred Akers was on Darrell Royal's
staff the historic season that the
Texas Longhorns introduced that
offense to football.
"I like to play a team that n•ns,"
Ttwmpson said. "We've just got to
go out there and play like we ca[l
play. We've been taught what to
do, we've got to have confidence in
each other now. They (the coaches)
prepare us and all the players have
got to do is get mentally ready."
In 1972, the first year for some
of the seniors this season-the ones
that redshirted a year-UNM suffered through a miserable 3-8 year.
The next year the Lobos were only
slightly improved, going 4-7.
"This year's really important to
us," said Thompson. "We've been
through the worst of it, especially
those 4-7 and 3-8 years."
As one of the few seniors that
managed to last all four years, a
great part of Thompson's value to
the team is his leadership.
"Keeping the defense together is
my biggest job," Thompson said.
"I work hard with the coaches so I
pretty much know what everybody
is doing no matter what defense
we're in. Of course, it's a lot easier
for me with leaders like Robin
(Cole) and Bruce (Herron) to help
me.
"One of the biggest differences
between the defense this year and
last year is that there hasn't been
one bit of bitching. We just say
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By Tim Gallagher
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· This is do-or-die week for the UNM Lobo football team. They face the
tough Wyoming Cowboys in Laramie tomorrow afternoon at I :30 and if
the 'Pack can't win this one, it makes the conference title a much more
difficult goal to reach.
The Cowboys and Lobos are both 2-0 in conference play, but the
Wyoming wins have come against the pre-season loop favorites, Arizona
State and Brigham Young. The Lobo wins have come against the con.
ference doormats UTEP and Colorado State.
Wl}at does that mean? I don't know. Neither one of these teams was
supposed to be at the top of the conference and yet they are. ASU wasn't
supposed to be 0-4 and yet they are.
In its wins, Wyoming has been able to capitalize on opponent's
mistakes. So have the Lobos, and that ability is the sign of a good team.
But UNM has also shown a proficiency to make at least one or two long
drives for scores in each of its contests.
Wyoming is probably the best-coached team in the conference. Fred
Akers has done a terrific job with the 'Pokes. But I somehow feel that
Wyoming is going to underestimate the Lobos after they've beaten the so·
called "powers."
I'd like to call this one a toss-up, but that's kind of chicken, so I'll pick
the Lobos by three-24-21.

Wolfpups Battle
Photo by Russ Parsons

Lobo linebacker Dave Thompson: "If w~ win, we're not in.
But if we lose we'll be
"

"The thing is, I come from a
small town and so many people expect me to play pro ball because my
uncle (Dick Witcher, former tight
end for the San Francisco 49'ers)
played. To them, it's not a question
of
whether I'll play, it's what team
there's a breakdown, fix it. P.
l'il
play for.
Thompson also sees some improvements as far as the rest of the
team is concerned. "This year's
"But I'm going to play like this is
team is better balanced than last my last year. I'm going all out."
year," he said. "Last year Steve
Myer was a" great quarterback, but
when he wasn't hot we weren't hot.
This year we have a lot stronger
defense and a good offense,"
Thompson said.
"In fact, the offense is definitely
the biggest surprise of the year,"
Thompson said.
As a senior ,"this season is special
Sound Ideas does it
to Dave as it is probably his last
year in football. "I had some hopes
again! Discounts
to play pro football when I first
up to 33% on a
came here but now I have to be
realistic about it. If someone gives
selection of
me a chance I'd love to try it."
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1600 Central SE
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By David Belling
The UNM freshman football
team will take on the Air Force
Academy Falcon freshmen today at
1:30 p.m. in University Stadium.
The Falcons are undefeated with
victories over freshmen from
Coloradc State and Northern
Colorado. UNM Coach Reese
Smith said Air Force is a well
organized team.
-The Wolfpups are 0-1 this year.
They lost their only game 29-8 to
Mesa Community College. The last
three W olfpups games since then
have been canceled. This will be the
last game of the season for the
Wolfpups.
Smith said his team is ready to
play. He said the players are
anxious to play against somebody
besides the varsity. Smith said the

Wolfpups will play basically freshmen with onlY a few upperclassmen. The UNM players are
all healthy Smith said.
Quarterbacking the Wolfpups
will be Ben Shultz, a freshman from
Manzano High· School. Shultz has
been out several weeks with a
sternum injury and missed the
Wolfpups only game. The backfield will have Greg
West at tailback and Carlos
Escobar, a freshman from Del
Norte High School, at fullback.
Flanker Dave Wyrick will be a
prime target for Shultz's passes.
The Wolfpups will run the
standard UNM offense but Smith
said, "We hope to be able to throw
the ball a little."
Admission to the game will be
free.
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Quantities are
limited, so act
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2220B -AM/FM Stereo receiver, 20 watts per channel
continuous music power, list price $340.00,
SALE PRICE $230.00
2235B - AM/FM Stereo receiver, 35 watts per channel
continuous music power, list price $450.00,
SALE pRICE $305.00
2250B - AM/FM Stereo receiver, 50 watts per channel
· continuous music power, list price $550.00,
SALE PRICE $374.00
2275B - AM/FM Stereo receiver, 75 watts per channel
continuous music power, list price $650.00,
SALE PRICE $487.00

minimum

minimum

minimum

minimum

GOING OUR WAY?
Photo by Phyllis Kushner

The Albuquerque All-Stars and a team from Arizona State scratched their way to a 2-2
tie.

In Wl1d Soccer Game

ASU, Albq. All-Stars Tie
'

By George Gesner
Four men's teams supplied
action-filled soccer matches last
weekend on Johnson Field.
Saturday morning, Arizona St.
smashed the weak defense of UNM
beating them 7-0. The Albuquerque
All-Stars stymied New Mexico Sf.
4-0.
Saturday afternoon New Mexico
St. edged UNM 2-0. In a mild
upset, Arizona St. tied the
Albuquerque All-Stars 2-2. On
Sunday, Arizona St. edged New
Mexico St. 2-l.
The University of New Mexico
team was simply outmatched by the
strong Arizona St. team. Most of
the Arizona St. goals were scored
on one-on-one situations. UNM
had to use three goalies •.
Albuquerque All-Stars, coached
by Roy Woods, scored two goals in
each half in their victory over New
Mexico ,$t. Peter Gabriel scored the
first goal with a powerful kick off a
deflection. The second tally came
off the foot of Rodrigo Garcia.
Eddie Gonzalez scored the third
goal and Garcia came back with his
second goal of the game. The fine
goal defense of goalie Jorge
Jacone, a UNM student from
Ecuador, was an jmportant factor
in the game.
Three UNM regulars were chosen
to play for the All-Stars. They were
Paul Gesner, goalie; Richie
Spechtold, halfback; and Mauricio
Gonzalez, halfback. Other UNM
students on the team include
Garcia, Jacone, Boniface Maingi,
Hossein Poortahmasbi and Charles
Dramiga.
UNM's defense improved
considerably during the next game,
but the offense couldn:t click as
they settled for a respectable 2-0
loss.
The most exciting game of the
tournament was the 2-2 tie between
ASU and the Albuquerqpe AllStars. Albuquerque scored both its
goals in the first half. Gabriel
scored the first goal from an assist
by Sergio Garcia. Sergio Garcia
scored the second goal on an in·
direct kick as a result of a penalty.
ASU's first point came off a
corner kick with the ball rolling into
the goal after numerous deflec·
lions. The halftime score was 2-1 in
favor of the All-Stars.
The score that tied the game was
actually scored by accident by an
AI buquerque player. The ball was
deflected off a full back and darted

To help us serve you better, our listening rooms and audio
experts are available by appointment until 1:OOpm Tuesday
through Friday mornings. Call 292-1188 for an appointment.
Open until 8:OOpm Monday and Thursday evenings.

past J acone into the goal.
The soccer action over the
weekend wasn't dominated by the
men. UNM's two women's teams

alternated matches with the visiting
women's team of Arizona St. The
newly-formed UNM teams split the
two games, losing 1-0 and winning
3-1.

PEACE CORPS* VISTA
REPS ON CAMPUS:
Oct. 27, 28,29
INTERVIEWING
SENIORS/GRADS.
Placement Office,
Mesa Vista Hall &
Law School
INFORMATION TABLE: Student Union
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COMING OUT
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ORLEANS

UNDA RONSTADT

Waking and Dreaming

Hasten Down The Wind

'

JAMES TAYLOR
In the Pocket
Includes Shower the People

THE BEACH BO'r'S

IS Big Ones

lnd.xles lhe H< Rod< and Rol M..si:
AI"' lndudes <hope! o1 La.-e
TM Song/Toldo too

Money Machine/Family Man

Slow Burning Love

JUDY COLLINS
Bread And Roses

KBTI-1 CARRADif'.E
frn Easy

On Sale October 1-21

$4.99 LP; $6.99 Tape
Harry Chapin: 2-Record Set

Coronado Center.
9:30-9 Mon.-Fri.
9:30-6 Sat.- 12-5 _Sun.

Sounoloeas
1624 Eubank NE 505-292-1188
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Spikers to Try
Con.ference Foes
By Gino Brazil
So far it has been a tough season for the UNM fern spikers. This
weekend may prove to be even tougher.
Sporting a mediocre 3-8 record, th"e young, but talented, Lobos must
travel to Utah to face conference foes Utah, Utah State, Weber State and
BYU,
.
Coach Kathy Marpe said, "Now we are going to find o'ut how we rate
against the better teams." BYU was the Intermountain Conference champ
last year and was rated third in the nation. Marpe said, "We are going to
have to outplay and outsl"flart BYU in order to stay with them.': Marpe
said the Lobos have a good chance of beating the other three teams.
· Despite the Lobos lowly record, Marpe said the girls have' played well
and have shown improvement in all the matches· except one (against
NMSU). "We still haven't played-up to our potential," said Marpe. "In
fact the girls are still learning to play together, but that's because volleyball
is like golf, it takes years of practice to become a class player," she said.
'~The girls are ready to play this weekend," said Marpe. "Our practices
have been good all week and the girls seem really fired up, Psychologically
we are ready," she said.
But last year's 3-18 record still haunts the Lobos. "I would like our
record to have been better at this point," ~aid Marpe, "but our squad is
young and still learning, We'll get better as the year goes on," she said.
So, with the stakes a little higher this weekend, the Lobos will be hoping
for a "good hand"-like a Royal Flush.
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Fiesta
Schedule

Applications For

WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS
IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
& Colleges

The UNM Field Hockey Fiesta
schedule has been revised to read:
Friday: 9 a.m., UNM, vs. Arizona
"B"; 10:30 a.m., Arizona "A" vs.
Brigham Young; 12 noon, UNMvs.
Univ. of Northern Colo.; 2:30p.m.
Arizona "A" vs. Arizona "B"; 4
p.m., UNCvs. BYU.
Saturday: 9a.m., BYU vs. UNM;
10:30 a.m., Arizona "B" vs. UNC;
12 noon, Arizona ''A" vs. UNM;
2:30p.m., BYU vs. Arizona "B"; 4
p.m., UNCvs. Arizona "A.''
The winner will be decided on a
Wa/ace (left) an
Wren are just two of the Karate ex- point basis. Each team gets three
perts who will be kicking away this weelcend., See story points for a win, one for a tie none
for a loss.
below.

ll ~

Karate
Kicl<s Off
"Wall-to-wall karate" will
dominate the Civic Auditorium
tomorrow, when more than 500
competitors from throughout the
United States and Mexko will
converge on Albuquerque to try to
kick and jab their way into the
evening finals of the 9th Annual
Central North American Karate
Championships.
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REFLECTIVE PANTS CLIPS

I

Velcro-backed
$1.05 each
Steel Band
$1.15pair
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PEDAL" I SPOD.

are now available at
ASUNM- Room 2421N THE SUB

* Deadlin~- Monday. Oct. 18, 5:00p.m.
*To ba eligible you must have at
least a junior classification

*NOMINATIONS ALSO ACCEPTED

Gold Street Circus
Offers

20%0ff

~

I

Bongs and Waterpipes

I
I

FREE Papers

~

~

I
I

Mon. thru Sat. 9:00-6:00
3025 Central SE 256-9893 ~
By the Lobo Theatre

I

~~.~-----·---'

With Any $2.00 Purchase

•

Sale·
On
Body Shop Anabasis And Kama Sutra
1820 Central SE

243-1988

1/l. ,_,,.,!b. lJOUU

Earth Shoe
Coronado Center
293-6530

Face New Opponents

Water Polo Rolls
ByCarol Pavletich
The UNM waterpolo team had a
steady _stream of action this past
weekend in the Lobo Invitational.
The Lobos dunked the Air Force

Free-Ayte, the new "sunlight" glasses.
We couldn'tjust call them sunglasses,
because they're so light, so comfortable, yet
so protective to your eyes, they needed a
brand new name.
New Free Flyte "sunlight" glasses.
Prescription or non-prescription lenses.
NowatTSO.
Because we care how you look at life,
and how life looks at you.

Academy 16-14 in double overtime
Friday, and scorched New Mexico
State University 18-9 Saturday.
The Lobos' only disappointment
was a 10-6 loss to the Arizona
Wildcats. UNM coach Rick Klatt
said the loss was due to defensive
errors. He said, "We let down in
the early part of the game. Our
defense was not what it should have
been." Nevertheless, Klatt said he
was pleased with the team's overall
~erformance this weekend.
The Lobos have pfayed the
Academy, Arizona and NMSU
several times this year, and most of
the contests have been hard fought
and close in the scoring. Klatt explained that the~e teams (Air Force,
Arizona, NMSU and UNM) are
easiest to get together for -tour·
naments geographically, but said,
"I'd head right to California if I
had the money.''
The Lobos will encounter some
new competition -this weekend in
the Air Force Academy tournament
in Colorado Springs, Colo. The
Lobos will meet Denver University,
Colorado University, Utah and
Peperdine as well as playing the Air
Force again. Klatt said, "It's good
to play new people and different
styles."

Ferns Enter
Tennis Tourney

..

Most of the members of the
UNM women's tennis team will be
competing individually irt one of
the southwest's largest tennis
tournaments, held in El Paso, Tex.
this weekend.

.1

:.•

UNM women's tennis team head
coach Larry Lindsay said this was
not a team match, but that several
of the women were going to
compete on art individual basis.

I

\

'

·S·b

Prescription eyewear since 1935 • Convenient c1edit available
4300 Central Ave. S.E. • 4410 Central Ave. S.W.

I

"This is one of the Southwest's
best tournaments and is open to any
participants," said Lindsay.
The tourney is sponsored by the
United States Law11 Tennis
Association, (USLTA).

After eight y,ears the event has
finally
outgrown
all
of
Albuquerque's high school gymnasiums and has been scheduled for
the Civic Auditorium where more
competitors and spectators can
enjoy the action. The daytime event
will feature six ring areas going
continuously. The competitors will
range in age from 6 to 56 and will
weigh from 50 to 250 pounds, and
will consist of men and women,
boys and girls, beginners and topflight experts.
To win an amateur match the
competitors must score two points
out of a possible three. Points are
scored for the competitor who
makes a "potentially" lethal attack
on his opponent without his opponent' s blocking or outmaneuvering the attack. With both
competitors trying to score points
by kicking, elbowing, biting and
throwing-while at the same time
defending from the other competitor's efforts-the action
sometimes gets furiously wild. No
face contact is permitted in the
.amateur matches, but body contact
is legal.

Do YQuNeed
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Justice by the ounce!
How much would
like to buy?
A pound or
two of freedom?How
about a
personalinjury
judgment?
Six leading
lavvyers tote
the bill in Justice For Sale?, a
panel discussion on
buying your way
out, in the November
issue of OUI.
Remember petting?
Well, Teen Sex
has come a
long way since
then. Those
sex-ed

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
clos~d for
rem~deling

issue. OUI
also surveys
the Ballet
Girls, young
lovelies who
took some
specia!-.credit courses and

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

CONTINENTAl. ORBAKFAST IN a quiet atmos·
ph ere nt the Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE, open
at7:00 a.m. 10/ IS

1974 PJ.YMOUTH DUSTER 360.$2400; 1973 Ford
Pinto Runabout-$2300; 1971 Chevrolet Stntionwagon·$1$00; 1973 Pick-up-$2200. Parking lot
vncuum cleaner &. trailer-$1200. For further information contnct Citizen's nn11k of Albuquerque, 2988777, 10/19

RnteN: 15 cenl.l per word per duy, one dollar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more con.

RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selec·
lion, good people, L P Ooodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humphrey's). tfn

LEFT IN LAYAWAY-Singer Sewing Machine. Not
claimed. Equipped to bullonhole, zig-zag. Pay $19.00
&take machine. 255·7535. 10/19

wurd tier duy (no refunds II cancelled before five
lnscrUons). Clu~<lficd advcrllscmcnls must be
puld In advance •

20PORTABLET·V's, $30 to$60, 441 Wyoming NE.
255·598'1. 10/18 .

Marron llalllloom 131 or by mull to: Classified
Advertising, UNM llo• 20, Albii<IIICfiiUC, N.M.

OWNER TRANSFERRED COLOR TV: Big Screen,
color ~ tint control, A.sume payments of $7.00 per
month. New w~rranty. 255-7535. 10/19

MARTIN GUITAR, STYLE 0-18 w/case, l:l~cellent
condition, $500 or best offer. Call Z66-9BS4, 277·
6248. 10/21
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!iCCullve duys wUh no chunges, nine ccnls per

~7.131

DlVORCE.D-LEPT TOWN. Brand new 1977
Kirby, New warranty. Take payments of $7.47 a

1.

QJ

)OIN US FOR a quiet continental breakfast at the
Grinder Factory, 111 Cornell SE, Coffee 15¢, refills
a dime. 10/15
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PERSONALS

THE PLANETS ARE back at Ned's EJ Portal, 4200
Central AvcnueSE. 10/19
HAPPY IJJRTHDA Y LITTLE person, I rom across
Lomas. 10115 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT COURSE descriptions
for Spring, 1977 now available in 217 Humanities
. Building. 10/25
FARAH, MEET ME at the open party, Fiji House at
8:30, I 801 Mesa VIsta. We can tilt a brew and boogie
to the funky sounds of Roadspace, Lee Majors.
10/15
--~·

HONEYBUNCH, honcypooh, cuddles-Happy
36th. Love always, Honcypot. 10/15
MARIA-GLAD we got the misunderstanding
ltralghtcned out. How could anything go wrong over
u cheese-chili & pastrami grinder pocket? That's the
tastiest grinder pocket 1 have ever eaten and only
$1,80. Love, Giuseppe. 10/15
~~------------

HAPPY 21st, Deb. Have n good weekend. Eli.
10/15
UNM STUDENT DIRECTORIES are available to
students with a valid UNM ID for 25Q at the Student
Information Center, New Mexico Union (SUB).
10/22
CONTACTS7 CASEY,~OPTIC.->L Company, 255·
8736. tfn
..,~-r--=·----~-=-

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST IN a quiet atmosphere at the Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE, open at
7:00a.m. 10/15
_ _ _ _ _ __

·'~"o'

··•-»•o•--•~••''

;"oiOT "HEALTH FOOD"-healthy foods, Breakfast, lunch, & dinner at the Morning Glory Cafe 7
a.m.-10 p.m. All nile Friday & Saturday right behind
ihcTrinnglc. J0/19

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: AT Z.IMMERMAN l.ibrary set of 6 keys
on unmual key rings. Describe and claim Room 131
Marron Hall. 10120

CosT: LADIES JIRIJIROS watch, white gold, be·
tween Johnson and Carlisle Gyms, Reward. 268·
6221 after 5. 10/15
i:iis;r: cioii)-\VAT6t;· Majestime. R~;w;:rd fo;~
turn. Writing on face "Love Forever Kathy." Call
Charlie, mornings, 293-7331. ~10120
.
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FORSALE
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GARAGE SALE, SATURDAY W/16 only. Furni·
ture, houseplants, 1952 Chevy truck, lumber. Z22
Richmond SE. 10/1 S
1973 Y~~AHA 350 RD. Recent!)' rebuilt motor and

.,'fDDAY's caassWDiD PUi'ZLE'"
UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS
1 !Vloves
clumsily
5 De la 1Roche
novel
10Hithard
14 U.S. author
1 5 "Half - ---is better ... "
16 Regarding:
2 words
17 Dinner
18 State of
being
highly
regarded
20 Rome's first
bishop
22 Weapon:
Slang .
23 Contour
24 Jeweler's
unit
26 Apple·--27 Jacques

-------:

Explorer
30 Fondled
341mmigranls
35 Destruction
36 Spanish
cheer
37 Water body
38 Male formal
costume
40 Breakfast
food
4 1 Extremity
42 Volume unit
41 Physical

Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

aptitude
45 Act in return
4·7: Places trust
48 House
furnishing
item
49 Actress
----- R iva
50 Surround
53 Jack of
clubs in loa
54 Feed a
furnace
58---------fortitude;
Guts
61 Its capital is
Teheran
62 Scrutinize
63 Encomium
64 Tennis
court
fixtures
65 Small casks
66 Ventilated
67 Joy

8 Of ships:
Abbr.
9 Toward the
stern
1.0 Immersed in
water
11 The East
12 Desist
13 Whetstone
19----- of beef
21 Fallin drops
of water
DOWN
1 lllu m ina tion 25 Dormant
26 Witty fellow
source
27 Skip abou I
2 Arch
28 Unique
3 Stir
vigorously 29 Ouler
coverings
4 Of special
30 Presidential
value
n ickn am e
5 Jolt
3 i Actress
6 Sour ale
Sophia----7 Eddie -----:
32 African
Yankee
antelope
pitcher
33 Notches

--~----~~-.~--.·-~~·

---

21" PAN WORLD 10-~p~ed bicycle. Good olhape.
898·8428. 10121
HAVE NEW KENWOOD&. Sansui Jensen speakers.
Would like to sell for half price. 25$-7534. I 0/19

170CM HEAD YAHOO skis look-GT bindings used
twice $160 firm: men's Lange Phantom boots size
l0$85;skiraek$20.2684813. 10/19
SEWING MACHINfl: Repair, clean, oil & adjust-3
day special. $6.75. 255-7534. 10/19
STEREO AT WAREHOUSE prices, all major
£>rands. Knowledgeable salesmen, Kent. 268.{)333.
10122
HAND STITCH CO·OP personalized handmade
clothing & cr!lfts. New members welcome. 10-6 ManSat; 2000 Central SE, 247-4498. 10/18
JOIN US FOR a quiet continental breakfast at the
Grinder Factory, 111 Cornell SE. Coffee 15¢, refills
a dime. 10/15
1971 NOVA: 44,000, excellent condition, clean inside
and out, A/C, vinyl top, AM/FM, new tires. Must
sacrifice. Asking $2400 or best offer, 897-0461.
lOllS
MARTIN GUITAR, STYLE 8-18 w/casc, Excellent
condition, $500 or best offer. Call 266·9854, 2776248. 10/20
'
73 HONDA SOO 4-cyl well equipped, excellent con·
dition, Headers, lots of chrome $1,000 or best offer.
247·3502 after 6:00p.m. 10/20

WJNDJAMMERlll FAIRING. Excellent condition,

Q·H headlight $175 Dates Saddlebags, After 5 p.m.
836-4009.

10/15

1969 MUSTANG MACH '1: 351, 4·speed 4-barrel,
new tires, tape deck. Very good condition. 2559618, 299-5018. 10/18
.
IO·SPEED EXCELLENT SHAPE, Absolutely
equipped$85. 255-6568, 10/18
CONCHO DELT$250. Ca11842-9046,

10/18

5. FORRENT
ATTRACTIVE ROOM N.E. heights. Full house
privileges. 294-4257. 10/19
APARTMENT: NEAR UNM (4 blocks), for one
student, furnished, $125 per month. All utilities ineluded, No pets. 831-2080. 10/15 ·
NORTH VALLEY. UNIQUE large adobe apart·
ment, Quiet, cottonwoods, pool. $300 per/mo
inclusive. 345-1271. 10/15
ROOMMATE WANTED. SMALL, north valley
house. $100pcr/mo inclusive. 3454921. 10/15

BICYCLES: WE HAVE the Jigh-t=es=t=w=e=ig=ht=fo=r=th"'~
money you can buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's.
843-9378. tfn

6.

SPORTS CAR OWNERS! Pride Motors offers
speedy, reliable service of all makes of sports and
touring imports. Tnes.-Saturdav. 8:30-5:30
256-1763. 10/16
'

YfltJR SKILLS, EDUCATION, ENTHUSIASM
pays big REWARDS in the Peace Corps. All majors
urged to apply. Call 277-2636 for an on-campus interview or stop by our office, Ortega 229, Tuesday,
Thursday, or Friday afternoon 3:30-5:00. 1J/1

- -"-· - - ::----=::::-=-:::--------

HAVE WAREHOUSE FULL of Jensen speakers,

receivers, tuners, amplifiers, cassettes, 8-tracks,

35 Had a sharp
tasle
39 Besides
40 Crying calh
like
42 Sulks
44 Egypt.
sacred bu II
46 Dresses up
4 7 lmpalrmen t
49 Mansion
50 U.S.S.R. city
51 Ending with
confer and
ess
52 For men only
53 Hair: Prefix
55 City on the
Oka
56 SInger -- Sm lth
57 Noun ending
59 Light
refreshment
60 Conducted

HANDCRAFTED CLASSICAL, FLAMENCO, and
acoustical guitars built tQ your specifications by
German Luthier. Also, repair and refinishing of all
stringed in>truments. Minor adjustments while you
wait. Cali29S-5056. 10120

CB's ~ reel-to-reel lape recorders. Sony-Pioneer·
Marrantz-Kenwood & others. Freight damagedstill in boxes. 255-7535. 10/22
F~ B·track Craig Pioneer in good condition. Call
Mtchael, 268·1823. 10120
IIINOCULARS ZEISS 8x40 and Hurricane {;1<25.
CaU 266-4770. 10/15

JIUG SPECIAL 64 VW AM-FM. Runs good $500.
63 VW needs work or use for parts. Best offer after
5 p.m., 247-8907. 10/15

•

•

EMPLOYMENT

PART-TIME JOB. Graduate students only, Must
be over 21 years old. Need two part-time emp!Qyees
for day work. Also have positions for Friday and
Saturday nights, Apply in person only. No phone
calls please. Save Way Liquor Store, 5704 Lomas NE.
10/22

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

JOIN US FOR a quiet continental breakfast at the
Grinder Factory, 111 Cornell SE. Coffee 15(', refills
a dime. 10/15

ANTIQUES •

Art Deco Fashion Prints
From
Gazette du Bon Ton
Quilts • Postcards • Clothing • Deco

----

LOS'r: WlliTE TOMCAT in UNM area. Reward.
Call2684143. 10/19

3409 CENTRAL. N.E. • 256·7103

LOST: SILVER MOON and star ring with turquoise
backg!~_ll~l~~~:_w~_r~· Cal~~~=:s~~.: _1_01_2_1_ __
LOST: BROWNISH ORANGE wallet, contains
!D's. 843-7166, Juliana. l0/21
LOST: BROWN LEA'THER jacket in SUD base-,
mcnt. Reward. K:uhy 881-1753. 10118

FouNo:·Ri'NG inUNM
nings to identify,
-~·~·--~·

Peter Polly

pool. call 26642~

10/18
--~------

LOST: LAROE BLACK male puppy. Docked tail,
floppy ears. Call 255-4982 or 218 Stanford SE.
lOllS

3.

72 Winrock Center
232 Montgomery Plaza

SERVICES

l\lASSAGE9·6 2984718 Juan.

has Levi's"" only a girl can Jove.

10/27

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKS HOP and Photography
Gallery is V. block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. 1fn
{;QNTINENTAL BREAKFAST IN a quiet atmos·
pherc at the Grinder Factor)', II I Cornell SE, opell
at 7:00a.m. 10115

,

~;\KERY CAFE DINNERS-vegetarian. Nhtht!Y
>pcc•ais 5:30-9:00. Friday night Coffee House
w/n'lusic. 118 Yale SE. 10118
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town I Fast, pleasing, ncar UNM. Call 265·
2444orcomcto 1717GirardBlvd.NE. tfn

•

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn
POTTERY CLASSES, HANDBUILDING w/por·
celain. Caryn Ostrowe instructor, $65 for 10 weeks.
242·2425 or 836-7285 or write Mojo Pottery, 111511
Central NE, 87106. Classes begin November 2nd,
lo121
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School Clinical Pro·
gram offers legal services for students under faculty
supervision. Availability limited to those whose
assets and income do ~ot eKr.eed established guidelines. $1.00 registration fcc. Call 277-2913 or 277·
3604 for lnfonmition and appointments. Sponsored
by Associated StudcnlsofUNM. 10115
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR. 118 San Pedro
SE, 265.{)335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 1011/o dis·
count for student with 10. Quick service, Used TV's
for sale. 1"121

Corduroy
Big Bells

I

DAN.CE- ART SERIES. EKploring personal imag·
ery, SiK weeks, starting 25 October. Call 242-945<
or 242-5343. 10/1:5
EXPERIENCED TYPIST 60¢ per pag~. 843-6161.
10/14
GUITAR LESSONS BY Doug Zinn, student of
Hector Garcia's. $3.50/lesson. {;heap! Call 247·
9410. 10/16
------ •
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JOIN US FOR a quiet continental breakfast at the
Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE. Coftce 15¢, refills
a dime. 10/15
MS. R.I. PRAGER, B.A., M.A. Private Educational
and Vocational Evaluations by appointment only,
842.{)472. 10/15
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